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The concept of public value refers to the achievement of humanistic progress in the public
sphere through the pursuit of societal goals as defined in constitutions and/or democratic
institutions of territorial political communities (Benington and Moore, 2010). While public
value can be a differently perceived concept across different political communities, there
are some key characteristics that still hold across various perspectives and make public
value different from private value: i) public value is achieved collectively rather than
individually; ii) it is rooted in a relational ontology of public goods, services, assets,
resources, and values; iii) and it encompasses the rights, duties, and aspirations of citizens
(Bozeman, 2007).
Given the distinctive focus on societal goals collectively determined within constitutional
and democratic institutions, the State is central to the production of public value. The State
occupies a fundamental share of the economy in many countries (e.g. OECD, 2019) and its
central role became even more evident during the Covid-19 pandemic, where public
services provided and/or funded by the State were (re)discovered as essential to save
human lives.
The State is a political and administrative authority of varying forms that organizes the
boundaries of a territory, which may nevertheless ‘be combined with other forms of
political authority and broader patterns of spatial organization, resulting in different kinds of
state and polity’ (Jessop, 2016: 11). We also note the inherently contingent nature of
statehood, namely its inseparability and porousness with civil society and private economic
interests (Gramsci, 1971).
For this Call for Papers, we welcome submissions that offer fresh organizational and critical
perspectives on re-organizing alternatives and possibilities for public value, particularly
focusing on how the State might be re-organized and re-envisaged as a site of resistance
and emancipatory alternatives for the expansion and creation of new and/or added public
value (e.g. Mazzucato, 2015; Poulantzas, 1978/2001), either through civil society or more
directly (Zanoni, 2020a).
Re-imagining and re-organizing democratic, economic and political life around public value
may require a reckoning with unequal power relations, uneven geographical development,
and real struggles to dismantle interlocking structures of domination. Re-organizing for
public value therefore refers to re-configuring the very basis upon which societies function,
involving considerations of where wealth is distributed and where agency resides, and for
what purposes. It also means creating the organizational conditions that can add value to
society from a collective, socially generative and relational point of view, rather than
primarily defining value as the extraction of surplus value and accumulation of capital.
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Re-organizing for public value may entail revising the role of the State and democratic
authority in their relationships with business to challenge notions of profit-driven and
extractive economic growth. For example, as Harvey (2019) points out, the spatial logics of
statehood invested in immobile, territorially bounded infrastructures and spaces, while
most usually working in favour of corporate interests, may also at times bear alternative and
antagonistic conceptions of value to those of capital’s need for continuous expansion and
mobility across space. Moreover, re-organizing for public value might entail developing
governance structures that can empower citizenship and civil society to make deliberations
through participatory democracy modes (e.g. Bloom and Sancino 2019), meaning that
considerations of public value, within which the State is an inescapable actor, can and
should be approached as a more decentred concept (e.g. Bevir, 2020).
This Special Issue connects with existing studies on alternative economic, political and
democratic organizing (e.g. Zanoni et al. 2017) and extends these towards perspectives that
show promise to change systems in a radical rather than reformist way. The focus is
therefore on how we may glimpse possibilities for post-capitalist governance and the power
disturbances involved in such projects (Zanoni, 2020a). Submissions should critically
examine the State as a central actor in the generation of public value (Milward et al. 2016)
that may be complementary, ambivalent or antagonistic to notions of value pursued by
capital and civil society. We also welcome explorations of the role of the State, how it
mediates and facilitates on behalf of capital to extract value from workers, marginalized and
Indigenous populations, even (maybe especially) in times of crisis.
We are open to critical, creative, normative, and interpretative scholarship with an engaged
focus on the alternatives and possibilities for re-organizing around public value. Empirical,
methodological and conceptual papers will be considered. We also encourage rigorous
speculative/futurist submissions that may draw on current and nascent trends and forms to
offer potential radical futures of citizenship, rights, and public value (Frase, 2016).
Below there is a list of some of the areas that might be explored, but others may be also
considered:
1. Re-organizing the State for alternative post-capitalist governance. Some issues for
analysis can be: re-accounting and revaluing capitalist flows between the State and
other non-governmental organizations (e.g. Zanoni, 2020b); new notions and metrics
for organizing the economy, such as for example that of public dividends as
advocated by Mazzucato (2020); new cross-sectoral relationships between the State,
businesses and civil society (Sancino et al. 2018); new forms of statehood at the
international level, especially from the bottom up, for example through the
aggregation of cities; collective ownership through the State (at all levels) of big and
open data (e.g. Morozov and Bria, 2018);
2. Re-municipalization and place-based approaches: Re-municipalization and the role
of “the community” or “the local” as sites of transformation (e.g. Gibson-Graham et
al., 2013; Smolović Jones et al., 2016). Here we are also interested in studies that
draw on Marxist, feminist, postcolonial, or critical race theory accounts of space to
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help us understand the spatial terrain from which any resistance to post-Covid
neoliberal backlash will need to operate;
3. Practices of public value co-creation amidst the Covid-19 pandemic. The pandemic
represents an opening of the social imaginary in terms of alternatives and
possibilities and demonstrated that a radical change from politics to the economy,
from society to culture, is possible (Della Porta, 2020). Which experiences,
theoretical insights and practices hewn amidst the global pandemic can we draw to
learn from the Covid-19 emergency to build a new system of more just and equal
societies? How can we build new public organizations with a new role for civil
society, for example through collective ownership, self-governance and/or
governance of the commons (Ostrom 2008)?
4. The role of public sector workers and new forms of public leadership in
constructing alternatives. We refer here to issues such as, for example, the
possibility to generate novel forms of collective subjectivity and the potential for a
re-invigorated workerism; academics and their role in helping to re-organize
alternatives to neoliberal institutions, and the practices that can foster this
endeavour (e.g. Contu 2020; Dar et al. 2020); new forms of public leadership that
can re-envisage values such as democracy, liberty and equality (e.g. campaigns of
precarious workers, social movements, with particular attention to digital and posthuman forms of leadership) that explicitly fight for workers’ emancipation and/or
against racism, xenophobia, (neo-)colonialism and that can deal with and diminish
social and material inequalities (e.g. Liu 2020; Ospina and Foldy 2009);
5. Re-organizing from and with less privileged publics (e.g. Fahlberg, 2016; Sancino et
al. 2020). Public value is typically defined as humanistic progress within the public
sphere (including the environment), but it is often experienced and expressed in
different and possibly contested ways across different political communities. In this
respect, how can political-economic systems address a variety of needs of distinct
groups? How can the interests of minority groups be effectively accounted for when
public value caters to the interests of dominant social/political groups?

Submission: Papers may be submitted electronically from 1st January 2022 until the
deadline date of 31st January 2022 (final deadline) at:
http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/organization. Papers should be no more than 10,000
words, excluding references, and will be blind reviewed following the journal’s standard
review process. We are also open to other types of articles considered by the journal, such
as Speaking Out, Acting Up and Connexions papers; more information here
https://journals.sagepub.com/author-instructions/ORG#ArticleTypes
Manuscripts should be prepared according to the guidelines published in Organization and
on the journal’s website:
http://www.sagepub.com/journals/Journal200981/manuscriptSubmission.
For further questions about the special issue please use the guest editors’ contact email:
criticalpublicvalue@gmail.com
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